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Introduction 

Two identical copies of VME-based accumulation, control and supervising 'system are now 
used at the NSHR <!nd the SKAT texture diffractometers/11 at beam ?a-of the pulsed reactor 
IBR-2 of the FLNP/JINR. 
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Fig. i. Beam layout: 1- Core of reactor and moderator; 2-· reactor shield; 3- disk chopper; 
4- biological shield; 5- neutron guide, Ar-filled; 6- neutron guide, evacuated; 7~ beam stop. 

The general features for these systems are: 
- direct diffractometer management by the VME computer in the experimental hall; 
- remote supervising and control possibilities via the local network; 
- possibility of running experiments in spite of network failures or switch off; . 
- modem window-styled graphical user interface; 
- spectra"visualization during measurement; ~ _: 
- ease of extending the complex to handle new experimental equipment; -
- ease of maicing changes in the experimental procedure. 

General description ;_ ." 

' 
The system was created on the base of a commercially available modular VME computer 
extended with some custom-made modules. - - -

· Commercially available modules include: 
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- CC112 processing board (68030-f-68882, 20 Mbytes RAM); 
~ EnpiOi (CC126) ethernet node processor; 
- CCI43 graphic controller (1280xl024, 8 bits) with appropriate monitor, keyboard and 
mouse; 
-hard- and floppy-discs, tape streamer. 
Custom-made modules consist of: 

· - counter module BC; 
- spectrometric memory module HMM; 
-experiment control module BCE-2; 
-texture goniometer handling module BCSM-2. 
The software includes : _..,~ 

- OS-9 operating system (v.2.4); 
- ISP v.l.4 network package; 
- X 11/0S-9 R6.1 package; 
-gee compilerv2.6.3; 
- libsx v .1.5 graphic library. 
All of them with the exception of the last two are commercially available: 

Custom-made modules 

These modules/2,3/ are developed to adjust a general-purpose VME computer to the require-
ments of the neutron time-of-flight measuring instruments. · 
The BC module is used to register and primarily store the spectra data. It supports the 
following capahiiities: ·- · 
- up to 32 detectors for one module.(. up to 64 - for two); 
- up to 16384 time channels per detector; a minimum time channel volume is 111sec for I 

· detector and 32 11sec for 32 ones; ' · 
- 8-bit data for each detector; 
The spectrometric VME memory module is used to accumulate spectra data from the BC mo
dule. It has a two-port configuration to provide access for both the syst!!m processor module 
and the VME bus. The total storage capacity can be varied from 2MB to 256MB by building 
in additional memory chips or using several modules. Both the address space and memory 
cell depth (up to 32 bits) can be enhanced. The memory has an embedded program-adjustable 
table for page addressing. · · ' · · . , ·. · 
The BCE-2 module is intended to control the data acquisition storage process. The module.is 
used to control the exposure time and to handle the time channel generator. · 
The BCSM-2 module is intended to handle several step motors. For each step motor it pro
vides the required number of elementary steps in the desired direction. It is characterized by: 
- up to 8 step motors are supported; 
-the frequency of steps is from 1Hz to 25KHz; 
- two intermediate check points; 
- two range limiters of the movement. 

. Main software features 

We would like to consider the basic ideas·which determine the main features of the NSHR 
(SKAT) software complex/4/: 
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• We decided not to split the complex into "interface" and "development" parts. The VME 
computer i; used. t~ control the texture ~ea.surement. Even with the not up-to-date CC 112 

. slow processor board the computer is fast enough to satisfy user requirements. In the future it 
will be replaced by an E17 /5/ board, ·which is five time faster. This will" make user work 
more comfortable. 
• The XII/OS-9 pa~kage is not only used as a nice user interface but mainly as the whol~ 
complex environment. The complex is organized as a community of X-clients (fig.2); Each of 
these clients completely controls one spe.cirometer unit, e. g., texture goniometer (fig.3), 
TOP-analyzer, heater. · 

Fig.2. Sample layout of the user s~rcen 

• To eliminate routine work to spectrometer control, a measurement procedure called 
. experiment program is provided .. This is especially' important for texture measurement 
because it mainly consists of a long sequence of two steps: "sample movement" and 
"measurement". This program is in ASCII format and can be:·easily modified. There is also a 
special task to interpret this program and handle various clients and to coordinate the work of 
the other tasks of the complex.' The clients usually have two working modes: a '.'self
controlled" mode to satisfy user who would like to niake·some actions manually, and an 
"auto" mode, to be handled by theinterpreter. 
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Fig.3. Window of the goniometer handling task. 

Fig.4. Spectra visualization task window 
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• There are two. ways of running the complex: locally from the graphic facilities. and 
remoteiy from any workstation or X-terminal connected to a local network. It is essential to 
note that in case ofextemalrunning VME local graphics is no longer required: This means 
that the system can be transferred to any computer without local graphic facilities. On the 
other hand, having a computer with suchfacilities, the user can·work locally even without a 
network connection. ' · · · · 
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Fig.5. Window of the remote supervising and control task · ··.~. 

• Special clients supervise a measurement process from outside. These. tasks may be run 
from any "point" of the local network and have no side effects on the measurement. The user 
can run it, get information ?bout the status of the measurement, carl stop it, etc. Several copies 
of these clients can work simultaneously. One of these tasks is devoted to : spectra 
visuiilization (figA), another c obtains and displays information about the clients of the 
complex (fig.5). It also can help in managing the experiment program control. It allows one to 
start, stop, suspend, or abort the program execution. To make user work more comfortable, 
we prepared special versions of these clients for PC, because users generally have PC at their 
tables. · 
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• The configurability of the ~Iients. allows easy adaptation to changes of the experimental 
equipment. A· common configuration file provides for the clients' interrelation. In our 
complex, many. clients are configurable, this yields good results. For example·, we use the 
same software complex to handle both NSHR and SKAT, although they differ in the number 
of detectors, texture~ goniometer charactepstics, etc. · 

Conclusion 

The first system has been maintained at the NSHR spectrometer since March I 995 III. A 
· second one has been used for the new SKAT spectrometer since April·1997. Both systems are 

-~· principally identical, only the configuration files are different.. 
Both hardware ,and software components of the system are .versatile enough to satisfy a 
variety of instruments.· 
Our approach is characterized by: 
-user-friendly graphical user i~terface; 
- configurability; '. 
- the same version for loci.ll and remote running; 
- stability of wor~ing; 
- ease of extending; 
- ease in use. · 
One of the great advantages of our implementation (in our opinion) is the 'possibility of super-
vising and controlling the experimental process from a PC. . 
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